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~Editorial:

ASUNM's
Hesitant
Senate
Student Court last night declared
that a duly constituted Senate
consists of 20 members, and a
quorum is 15. The declaration
followed a request for a restraining

(Editor's note: The following is
the first in a series about the struggle
between the Canadian government
and the Front de Liberation du
Quebec (FLQ). The following story
has been up-dated, and was Wlitten
after Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau
enacted the War Measures Act but
before the death of Minister of
Labour Pierre Laporte. Laporte was
killed because the Canadian
government refused to take the FLQ
demands seriously.
(Cross is still alive and the FLQ
has re-issued the same demands for
release. They have said they will
accept either the Cuban Embassy or
Red Cross officials as go betweens.
(All news of support of the FLQ
has been suppressed in Canada. The
government has stated that it will
not attempt to deal with the release
of Cross until after the funeral of
Laporte. They still show no signs of
"The FLQ is neither the Messiah
nor a modern day Robin
Hood"-FLQ Manifesto
wavering in their refusal to negotiate,
even though Laporte's funeral has
come and gone. At present there are
over 12,000 troops in Montreal. CUP
reports there is an attempt to
polarize the French in the 60 percent
French city. The French to a large
extent still support the FLQ.
(The information has been sent
through the Canadian University
Press, and because of their defiance
of Trudeau in respect to CUP's
reporting of FLQ activities, there is
every possibility that they will be
shut down soon.)
OTTAWA (CPS-CUP)-The Front
de Liberation du Quebec (FLQ) has
an action filled 10-year history.
The group of revolutionary youth
was started in 1960 by George
Shoesters, a University of Montreal
student who felt the "time had come
to sow in the province a spirit of
independence."
The small group emerged from
under the dictatorship of former
Premier Maurice DuPlessis and there
was a strong taste among university
radicals for a state of liberation.
Too often they had seen
Quebecois workers engaged in bitter
bloodshed battles with the police
force of the province over the rights
to strike for better wages and living
conditions.
Because of the colonial situation,
Quebecois were worse off than
workers in Canada. As a conquered
nation, Quebecois were oppressed as
workers and as Francophones.
A number of sporadic bombings in
the posh English suburb of
Westmount sparked fear among the
Montreal managerial class that lives
there, but the revolutionary group
then lacked training, discipline and

order by ASUNM Vice President
Frank Lihn to prevent Senate from
. meeting until an election had been
held to fill the vacant seats.
Since there have been six
resignations, Senate falls one short of
its quorum; without a quorum,
Senate cannot pass any legislation
without the possibility of running
afoul of Student Court, and
jeopardizing the legality of any
legislation passed.
Lihn withdrew his request for a
restraining order, but in effect there
is now no Senate.
In view of the court decision, an
election must be held. The
responsibility for the mess that
remains to be sorted out does not
rest with the court; the responsibility
for holding the election lies solely
with Senate. In fact the
responsibility for the University's
lack of a student Senate lies with

that body.
Senate should not have gotten
itself into the uncomfortable position
of being a body without a quorum.
It could have prevented· such an
altercation simply by getting off its
ass and passing a workable,
constitutional election code. But
now the impasse has been reached:
How can Senate, a body without a
quorum, work out a suitable election
code so it once again can become a
legislative body?
Last spring an Election
Commission was created in lieu of
the previous Election Committee.
Senate showed a remarkable lack of
foresight in creating the commission,
because neither the commission nor
the Election Coml11ittee
satisfactorily delineated the code for
a special election, which under the
ASUNM Constitution must be held
within two weeks of the resignations

Front de LiJJeratio11, FLQ, Reflects
Discil)li11e, .Revolutio11ary I cleology
money, and as a result many of their
attempts proved to be abortive.
Soon, however, the FLQ invoked
strict disciplinary measures on its
members and the group became
much more selective in its recruiting
campaign.
What followed in the next four
years were hold-ups of large banks,
financial houses owned by English
Canadians or Americans and
department stores-all of which has
helped to finance the organization
against "the English ruling class."
With the inflow of discipline, a
firm revolutionary ideology and
more financial backing, the FLQ has
been able to extend its operations
into cells technically free from each
other with members not knowing the
members of others.
Early Monday morning, Oct. 5,
James Richard Cross, senior British
trade commissioner in Montreal, was
kidnapped from his plush upper
Westmount home. The FLQ ransom
note demanded:
• The publication of a
manifesto they had prepared;
• The liberation of 23 political
prisoners "Felquistes" (FLQers);
• The freed political prisoners
to be placed aboard an aircraft
bound for Cuba or Algeria;
• The post office was told to
reinstate all 400 LaPalme employes
the government fired last April in a
dispute over union rights;
• Payment of $500,000 in gold
to be placed aboard the aircraft
carrying the political prisoners;
• Identification of the most
recent man to inform of the
activities of the FLQ and publication
of his name and photograph in all
Quebec newspapers; and
• Immediate halt of any police
activity in the hunt for 'the
kidnapped diplomat.
The FLQ gave the governments
involved 48 hours to comply.
The first waves of concern
immediately rippled through
government chambers at both the
federal and provincial levels and
what was to follow was a chess game
between flabberghasted government
officials and the FLQ members. It
has resulted, thus far, in the
imposition of the War Measure Act
and the death of Labour Minister
Pierre Laporte.
On Tuesday, Oct. 6, word was
passed on by federal authorities,
federal, provincial and local police in
Montreal and Quebec city to impose

tight security measures but "to play
it cool and don't panic the
abductors," (of Cross).
That same day the Quebec cabinet
held an emergency three-hour session
in an attempt to come to grips with a
situation they said "threatened" the
freedom of Canadians.
External Affairs Minister Mitchell
Sharp immediately called for police
protection of all foreign diplomats in

Canada and guards to watch the
premises of every embassy and
consular office.
The militant revolutionary tactics
of the FLQ shocked top government
officials throughout the "free
world."
Tuesday, Oct. 6, Sharp informed
the abductors that the federal
government would in no way comply
with the ransom demands. But he
added he was ready to make some
kind of deal. And Tuesday night the
government announced with Ottawa
that the ransom price would be
impossible to meet.
At the same time, lawyer Robert
Lemieux, legal counsel for many
''Felquistes," held his first press
conference. The conferences turned
into daily events with up to 300
reporters from all over the world
attending.
Lemieux said, and reiterated, that
the government was playing
games~it professed to wanting
negotiations but kept up its intense
police hunt. He also continually
emphasized that the FLQ had
resorted to the guerilla tactics o:f
kidnapping because of the way their
colleagues had been treated in court.
Pierre-Paul Geoffrey, for example,
was sentenced to an unprecedented
(anywhere in North America) 124
life sentetlces-5850 years in jail.
Tuesday night a second

----.....,---

of four or more senators. Because of
various and sundry Student Court
injunctions, issued since the
resignations of four senators, no
special elections have been held. The
injunctions were issued because the
Election Commission is not set up to
handle such special matters.
And because Senate has shown
such hesitancy in drawing up an
elections code, the Associated
Students are left with no
representation.
Lihn has assumed throughout the
recent proceedings that the Election
Commission has the authority to
the Election Commission is allowed
to operate under its own guidance,
there will be no election, there will
be no Senate and there will be no
further need for an Election
Commission.
Sue Major
Sarah Laidlaw

communique was received by radio
station CKAC in Montreal from the
FLQ stating if the demands were not
met by 8:30 a.m. Wednesday "We
will do away with him," (Cross). The
same evening Prime Minister Trudeau
said, "The will of the minority
cannot be imposed on the majority
by force."
Wednesday, as tensions mounted,
Justice Minister Jerome Choquette,
in an appeal to gain sympathy for
the Quebec government, asked the
kidnappers of Cross to call him to
negotiate. The same day another
communique was found that
extended the ransom deadline until
Thursday at midnight. The FLQ said
it would not negotiate with the
government, but it asked the federal
government which of its seven
demands the government found
unreasonable.
In an attempt to spare Cross's life,
a further deadline was set.
On Friday, Montreal police
revealed they were searching for five
prime suspects and on Saturday
announced no steps had been taken
by the federal penitentiary
authorities to prepare the exchang(~
of the prisoners for Cross.
Saturday, Oct. 10, Premier
Bourassa issued an initial ultimatum
saying none of the demands of the
FLQ would be met by the
government and he announced a
final proposition to the kidnappers
saying if they gave themselves up and
returned the British official
unharmed they would be given safe
passage out of the country.
The FLQ reply to this proposal
"The War Measures Act shouldn't
affect any peaceful democratic
Canadian" -John Turner
was not long in coming. 35 minutes
later Quebec Labour Minister Pierre
Laporte joined the ranks of the
kidnapped in the hands of the FLQ.
The minister was taken by two men
armed with machine guns as he was
playing football in his front lawn.
Laporte's capture was followed by
an other communique Sunday
morning from, the FLQ. The
handwritten note revealed the
second kidnapping had not been
carried out by the original cell of the
FLQ, but by a group identifying
itself as the Chenier cell.
Although at this point, the price
of Cross's life had been reduced to
the release of the 23 political
prisoners, and the cessation of police
activities with respect to· the
lddnappings, the price set for
Laporte was somewhat stiffer~it was
made up of all seven inil;ial demands
of the li'LQ. A further communique
Monday confirmed that if the
demands were met the hostages
would not be executed.

NEW
MEXICO
Hess Details Disagreement With System
From Goldwaterism to Anarchy

Lobo photo

By SUSAN GLODT-STERN
When questioned by the Internal
The traditional picture of the Revenue Service (IRS), Hess
wild ·haired anarchist urging chaos replied with a letter and a copy of
and fragmentation received a blow the Declaration of Independence.
last night when a neatly-groomed, He wrote, "when government
soft-spoken Carl Hess learned on becomes unjust then it is the right
the posium at Popejoy Hall.
of the people to abolish it. I
"If you say to yourself the war therefore abolish you."
is murder and I cannot stop it
Hess, a founder of the
with letters to my congressman, conservative journal National
then you do something to halt it. R e v i e w , c h a r t e d h i s
I can see how the Wisconsin disillusionment with the Arizona
bombing came about, not from senator. "With Goldwater I saw a
some emtional tantrum,but from major figure attacking American
the most profound and tragic liberalism, what I could not
logic. To survive we must love, understand was his belief in state's
and in order to love we must rights. I could never understand
fight."
why fifty dictatorships were
The man who made a political better than one."
Odyssy from the right-wings, as
"Barry Goldwater was not a
Barry Goldwater's major speech power freak, I assure you. He was
writer, to a belief in the New Left not afraid to prematurely attack
and the Black Panthers had a American liberalism, but what
professional air that inhibited his Goldwater did not see was that it
radical-faced UNM audience.
would not be developed on the
Hess supported all types of right but on the left."
resistance to "the system". He
"In the 1960's the fh·st
by Chuclc Feil
himself pays no income taxes and effective doctrine of the left
expects to go to jail as a result. emerged, the Port Huron
statement. I was against it when I
read it. I should have had it (the
report) in 1964 because it was
what the Republicans were doing.
committee's power, with the result it has I showed it to Goldwater who said
or whatever he said.
become involved in "purely administrative" 'wow',
"At a speech the next month at
decisions. They said the change would not the University of Arizona,
lead to operation of the library contrary to Goldwater said, and I quote, 'I
the needs of faculty and students, and that have much in common with the
an advisory role is the "proper relationship" anarchist wing of SDS. I share

Language Policy
Academic units offering doctorates are
now free to retain or drop the requirement
that candidates demonstrate a reading
knowledge of a foreign language. The change
was approved at Tuesday's faculty meeting
the first of the year.
The new policy is effective immediately.
Each of the 19 units with a doctoral
program is expected to review its language
requirement and declare its decision. If the
requirement is retained, says the policy, "it
should be made meaningfuL"
This was explained to mean candidates
should actually demonstrate proficiency, a
requirement that was said by faculty
members to be commonly overlooked now.
Each unit dropping its requirement must
determine whether it still applies to those
already in the program. About a third of the
100 faculty members present oppose the
change in a standing vote.
After extensive debate on a proposal to
change the duty of the Library Committee,
it was referred back to the Policy Committee
(FPC) for clarification. The committee now
"formulates policy on the academic use of
the University library, to be carried out by
the director of the general library," but the
proposed change to the facuity handbook
would limit it to an advisory capacity.
Proponents of the change said the existing
working fails to clearly define the

of a faculty committee to an administrator.
Opponents argued the faculty should not
relinquish any of its power to the
administration, because administrators often
ignore advice from faculty committees. The
motion to refer the proposal back to the
FPC came after discussion 'centered around
some apparent inconsistencies in wording.
The faculty approved a Graduate
Committee recommendation not to continue
the summer graduate program on the College
of Santa Fe campus. During the two-year
experiment the program suffered from lack
of partie ipation, problems of advising
students and administering a program in
Santa Fe, and created a $9900 deficit.
A proposal to limit assignment of
academic rank to ROTC instructors to only
those holding rank in a regular college of the
University was introduced, and tabled for 30
days in accordance with the faculty
constitution. The proposal would not
remove faculty privileges of ROTC
instructors, and the commanders of Air
Force and Naval ROTC would continue to
act as department chainnen.

many political goals of the new
left.' "
The Popejoy audience was
surprisingly small and subdued.
No punctillios of "Right On"
interrupted the monotoned, and
at times almost, inaudible voice of
the speaker.
Hess said "there is no action of
this nation-state I will support. I
can see no other way than
resistance."
Hess predicted the American
youth will "never go back to the
panty raid." Today there is not a
country in the world that does
not have its resistance
movements," even the Soviet
Union."
"There is only one citizen in
this country in purely political
terms. That is Richard Milhouse
Nixon. He is the only person out
of 200 million that exercises his
political citizenship every day."
"The people," Hess said, "you
and me, are not cit.izens here. The
power has flowed away from the
people into fewer and few<':r
hands. 10 years ago 300 utility
companies existed. Today there
are 100.
"The tragedy of the German
Jews was not their death," Hess
said. "The tragedy is that they
were herded into the ovens
without resisting. It is so similar
when a bureaucrat tells me he
knows its wrong but he follows
the law."
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Student Court Decision Means Limbo /or Senate Bills
No Official Business Can he Conducted Until Elections Are Held to Fill Quorum
Office, which is concerned with
high school recruitment.
Sen. Sarn Johnson said that the
Student Court ruling that Senate
Jacks a quorum "is not giving the
people elected by the student
body a chance to serve their term.
''We've been going by what a
quorum is of 15 all year and I
think we should continue this

Hammonds

way," he said.
Senate business up until this
time has been conducted under a
declaratory &tatcment by Student
Court Chief Justice Jon Fa<'ey
that a quorum consisted of
three-fourths of the present
membership-of Senate, which is
20. The court ruling Monday will
not affect legislation passed under
the quorum defined in the
declaratory statement.
Sam Taggard, one of the six
senators who resigned this session,
thought "disbanding Senate is
harmful to the upcoming
elections, but on the other hand,
the recent court decision might
have beneficial results because it
will allow the vice president and
the Senate to re-evaluate their
positions and responsibilities."
Elections for 10 senators to
s e rv e full o ne·year terms are
normally held between the tenth
and thirteenth week of the
semester. Senate members will
meet as a committee of the whole
tonight to discuss formulating a
new Election Code but. they can
take no official action without
being in legal jeopardy.

---------,.-

Discussion of Party Platforms Offered
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By DON BURGE
purpose or policy three of the
0 f the four parties offering four parties recognize at least PCP says it "shall seek to
education, and we are committed
candidates for governor of New
guarantee to the poor people of to the eventual restoration of such calling for "the preservation of
of
need
for
new
some
degree
our ecology and the protection of
Mexico this year, only one, the
New Mexico all those rights 'and
Democratic Party, has offered a directions in the seventies. The benefits which have been denied opportunities through the our environment from pollution
fourth, the Republican Party,
lowering of tuition rates and the to contamination" to the
detailed platform to the voters.
them for centuries .... The broad establishment of scholarship and
recognizes
in
its
preamble
only
The Republican Party has
Democratic position of actively
purpose of the PCP ... (is to) end loan programs,"
issued a platform, but states at the that the party "takes pride that it the injustice and discrimination
out and punishing firn1s
seeking
Both the Republican and which contribute to the pollution
beginning it is only a broad is the party that respects the perpetrated under a criminal
outline of "basic principles with rights of individuals and the party conspiracy'' against "an Democratic Parties add that they problem.
recognize, in the words of the
which .the vast majority (of that welcomes all voters into its impoverished majority."
While the Democratic Party
of
diverse
views
on
ranks
in
spite
Republicans,
"the right of all
Republicans) fully agree," and the issues of the day."
calls specifically for the state to
Americans to engage in intelligent actively engage in anti-trust suits
Education
recognizes "that our Republican
dissent,
which may create against car manufacturers and the
The
INMP,
in
its
statement
of
On education the PCP states
candidates during the campaign
controversy."
Both add, however,
purpose,
states
it
is
dedicated
to
that
its
aim
is
to
"establish
in
New
will supply the ... details."
enactment of class legislation
that
such
dissent
must remain allowing private citizens to band
"the
formation
of
a
bridge
of
Mexico
an
educational
system
The remaining two parties, the
Independent New Mexican Party understanding and loving concern which will be truly multi-lingual within the bounds of the law.
together to sue for protection of
But while the Democrats use the environment, the Republican
(INMP) and the People's between and among all persons in and relevan~ to the real needs,
only the phrase "lawfully and platform calls only for "adequate
Constitutional Party (PCP), have our society." It further points out culture and hfe of the people."
The INMP states simply that it responsibly" in referring to funding to accomplish inspection
not<':Jssued a platform choosing to that the "party recognizes the
serious dangers of the polarization is pledged to "the continued dissent the Republicans hit hard
develop the issues as they arise.
and enforcement objectives."
on a law and order on campus
The following article takes a of our society and the alienation research and improvement of our theme.
Both the Democrats and
educational systems so as to make
look at some of the major of our peoples."
Republicans call for the
The Republican Party, the establishment of more clean
In the preamble to their them more relevant and more
portions of the platforms as
platform states, "deplore(s) and
published without regard to the platform the Democrats recognize meaningful."
industry in the state, and add in
positions various candidates may that "this decade commences with
Both the Republican and abhor( s) anarchy, chaos, violence separate sections of their
have stated. In the case of the our youth and racial minorities Democratic platforms call for and force of any kind on
platforms that they will work
INMP and PCP information used disenchanted and the making available the opportunity .campuses or elsewhere in the
toward full employment. (The
is taken from the rules and middle-American frustrated by for each child to obtain a state, and further insist(s) on the INMP and PCP are also pledged to
regulations of the parties as they inflation and burdened by taxes, bi-lingual education, but the enforcement of laws designed to
full employment.)
were filed with the Secretary of to the extent that the very Democratic platform adds that prohibit campus disturbances."
Justice
State.
relevance and vitality of the provision should be made to allow
Additionally, both the
four
parties
call for the
All
political party system is being put "each child to begin his learning Republican and Democratic reformation of the justice
General
system
to
(the)
test."
experience in his native tongue." platforms recognize the need for
In their statements of general
in
the
state,
although
again
the
In its statement of purpose the
On higher education the in creased vocational training, PCP and INMP statements are
Democrats state flatly that they adequate teacher compensation little more detailed than just that.
are opposed to "any further and fair distribution of public
In their party platform's
increases in tuition at the state's school support funds.
section on "Law Enforcement and
public universities and colleges for
the Courts" the Republican Party
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
Environment
resident
students.
These
tuition
calls
for better professional
special rates far dissertations-required paper supplied free
Only the PCP fails to state a
rates have already been raised to a
training
of police, streamlining the
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
level ~~ich denies many young, position on the state's judicial machinery to include an
•. 247-4406
National Building & 120 Madeira NE
q ualJfJed New Mexicans a environment. Positions of the adequate number of judges and
.....,., . • • , , , • • _ , _ ! ' ' t o · ·
·tee
t··eee···
reasonable access to higher remaining three parties ranges the insurance that "all persons
from the IMPS's simple statement
charged with a felony (will) be
brought to trial within 120 days,
In a sdction entitled "Justice
and Individual Rights" the
Democratic platform also calls for
better professional training of
police and a streamlined judiciary
but tak!.'s no position relevant to
the time requirements for bringing
accused persons to trial.
Both the Republican and
Democratic platforms also call for
treating drug addiction as a
medical probll'm while calling for
the strict enforcement. of laws
against pushers.
Both the INMP and thl'
.:' .: -'-', -"": ··Jt:~ ~ .
Democratic
Party call for support
·:".- .
of l<>gislation l'Xtl•nding the
franchise to those ag<>d 1H to 20.
Neither the R<>publicans nor the
PCP takes a stand on low(>ring the
voting age,
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YOUR l'ERSONAL SEilYICE JEWeLER!

This year why not invite your
overseas friends- over here?·Too expensive for them?
Maybe not, this year.
Because, this year, th'ere are
made-to-order bargains to lure
them here. Bargains in transocean sea fares, and air fares,
just-for-them. And reduced bus,
rail, and air rates, once they
arrive.
And lots more. But some of
them may not be.availabiE! !'Jext
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year. And many of them must
be arranged before your friends
leave the other side.
So write to them. Tell them
to talk to their travel agent or
overseas carrier. (That way,
they can get all the details.)
Then add one more thing.
Tell them America is not so big
and bustling that no one will
have time for them-and you'll

be around to show them the
ropes when they arrive.
Now sit back and wait. With
any luck, you may soon be
showing them America as you
see it. But better be prepared
for one surprise.
You may soon also be seeing
America as they see it-rediscovering it through their wide
and startled eyes.

~
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; UNITEDSTATESTRAVELS£RVICE
An Acency af the US Oepolrlment ol Commerce

Mail-Order Degrees Available
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Digging In

Children at the ASUNM·GSA
Child Day Care Center play at
noon in the sandbox, while it is
still warm enough to go jacketless
despite falling autumn
temperatures.

Middle Earth Celebrates Birth

News Room Opens Friday
The Middle Earth Roon1, or
ASUNM Information Access
Center, located in the old Alert
Centt'r in the northwest corner of
the Union, will open its doors on
Friday afternoon.
Don Lindslt'y, Middle Earth
Room director, described the
o p<>n i ng as, "a com binntion
housowarming and Halloween
celebration, appropriately dubbed
the "Long Expected Party".
The room will contain
information on "groups,
movements, n<>w <>ducation,
alternate life styles and social
reform" in addition to drug and
cinema i nformntion. A small
library of relevant books,
newsletters and magazines will be
there and possibly a TeleType
machine, he said.
Lindsley added, "The nature of

most of the material is such that
people may be tempted to walk
off with it, so we are working at
getting a copying machine
installed to make reprints as
cheaply as possible.''
He explained that the Middle
Earth Room is "an outgrowth of a
nl'ed in the Albuquerque area for
a center where people can get
certain kinds of information,
unobtainable anywhere else in the
city.''
"Volunteers are needed to man
the center and to develop it," said
Lindsley. "the possibilities are
endless, and with a constant
re-evaluation of the Middle Earth
Room, our effectiveness and
Sl'rvice can be one of the most
important developments on
campus in years.''

Buildings Renamed
Where? Scholes Hall?
Where? Northrop Hall?
Two buildings on campus were
given new names last year, but the
signs identifying them have only
recently been put up. The
authority to name or rename
buildings rests with the Regents,
but suggestions have come from
many sources.
Sherman Smith, vice president
for administration and
development, explained, "through
the years a custom has been
established of naming
instructional buildings for people
who have made substantial
contributions to the University.''
The administration building is
now Scholes Hall, named for
Francis V. Scholes, a former
academic vice president who
retir<>d in 1962. The geology
building has been named
Northrop Hall for Stuart
Northrop, who was chairman of

the geology department from
1927 to 1969,
Joaquin Ortega Hall, at one
time the campus dining facility
and now housing the department
of modern languages, will be
vacated when the new language
building, now under construction,
is opened next year. The new
building will still be known as
Ortega ~all.
The law school will also
transfer the name of its old
building, Bratton Hall, to the new
law school when it is completed.
Judge Sam Bratton was the UNM
Regent most instrumental in
starting the school of law.

By WILLIAM B. MEAD
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Ever
hear of North American
University (NAU) there are only
16 students, but it has awarded
eight honorary degrees.
It is in Salome, Ariz.
(population 450). But, as its
founder and only faculty member
concedes, its entire Salome
facility consists of a post office
box.
The founder is Alv Dan
Youngberg, 35, an oil geologist in
Calgary, Canada. He has a wife,
two children, a master's degree in
botany, and a belief America
needs a university offering a
whole course-all by mail-leading
to a degree.
Many U.S. colleges and
universities, he explained, offer
correspondence courses, but grant
degrees only if the student spends
a year or more in residence,
Youngberg says his students
pay him a minimum of $45 in
tuition and he spends his evenings
grading their papers and sending
them assignments.
In a telephone interview,
Youngberg told how he founded
NAU-entirely from scratch.
First, he said, you need a name
and a location.
"I picked Arizona because
under the laws there, I could just
go ahead."
The location in Salome,
however, is not a campus. "It's a
post office box," said Youngberg.
"They handle the mail and send it
to me."
"I prepared the syllabus for all
the courses-about 25 different
courses," Youngberg said.
What next?
"A little publicity and some
people with degrees from the
school," he said. "We've been
advertising since January in
Popular Science, Popular
Mechanics and Outdoor Life."
Then, to provide persons with
N AU degrees, Youngberg told
how he went to "Who's Who" and
selected 1000 "creative
people-authors, poets,
journalists, editors and so on." To
each, he mailed this invitation:
"The president and board of
trustees extend to you an
invitation to receive the honorary
degree, doctor of letters, North
American University, Salome,
Arizona".
Enclosed was a note saying the
degree would cost $50. Reply by
mail would be fine, it said-no
need to visit Salome.
So far, eight persons have paid
for the honorary degree,
Y oungbert said, and about 50
others have written for more
information.

$CASH$
WEEKLY EARNINGS

Blood Plo.smn Donors Needed!
BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
1307 Central N.E.
Tues.-Sat. 8·5

The decision to proclaim goal-not a reality-and all
approval by three non-existent prospective students are so
accrediting "organizations" came advised.
to him, Youngberg says, in a
"I've got to make sure I don't
moment of human weakness,
let anymore of those old
"I got the proofs back from the catalogues slip through,"
printers," he recalled of the Youngberg said.
catalogue. "There was a blank
space at the bottom. I thought,
This is the first time in history
'What can I put in here? Well,
that
a President of the United
universities are accredited .. .' "
States
has ever spoken in Morris
Now, says Youngberg, his County-Richard
Nixon,
catalogue states accreditation is a
Governor Morris Inn, 1969.

tBy fl•r author of Ralllt Rnund tile Fluv, !Ioya ••• !Job1t<illl18 ••• rtr.J

Can Parietal Rights Bring Happiness?
The second most serious problem currently facing our troubled
campuses is the problem of paril'tal rights. (Th<> first most serious
problem of course is the n;•cent outbreak of moult among sorority
house canaries.)
Let us today look for answers to the parietal rights problem, for
that is the purpose of these columns: to analyze the diiPmmas that vex
our colleges, to seek feasible solutions, I write them for the brewers of
Miller High Life Beer. In return they pay me money. That is the
American way. It has made this country great.
But I digress. A parietal right, as you know of course, is the right
of a student to keep a parietal in his roon1. A parietal, as you know of
course, is a small North American marsupial somewhat like a chipmunk in appearance but actually a species of fur-bearing herring
(mutatis mutandis).
Naturally you all want to keep a parietal in your room. Not only
are they endlessly cheerful-always romping and frisking and wagging
their little binaries- but they're smart too. They're not as smart as
dogs of course, but they can readily learn simple tricks like fetching
your slippers or parsing a sentence.
But the main reason you want a parietal is beca\ISe they eat nothing but beer cans. I pron1ise you, friends, you get yourself a healthy
adult parietal and you'll never again have to lug empties to the trash
barrel. And of course the better the beer can, the more he'll eat, which
of course accounts for the popularity of Miller High Life on every
campus. Obviously a beer as good as Miller is bound to come in a can
of the same superb quality. And that's what Miller has-superb qua!•
ity. Also malt and hops and water and a marvelous brewing formula
that's been kept secret for generations. In fact, this formula is so secret
that it's known only to the chief brewmaster and he is never allowed
to leave the brewery. So if you ever find yourself in Milwaukee, look
up his wife.
But I digress. A healthy adult parietal, I was saying, will eat his
weight in Miller beer cans every day. However, if you drink your
Miller in bottles-as millions do, and no wonder, for who is not tempted
by such sparkling amber goodness in such crystal-clear bottles? Eh?
Who is not?-if, I say, you drink your Miller in bottles, I have to tell
you that parietals won't help. They don't eat bottles. In fact, the only
pet that does is the scaly bursar (paramus new;ersus), but take my
advice: don't get one. The scaly bursar at best is a beast of sluggish
demeanor and uncertain temperament. Oh, sure, sometimes it will play
a little Monopoly when it's in the mood, but mostly it just lays around
grooming its addenda. Moreover, it's given to sudden fits of pique and
n1ay tusk you without warning.
But I digress. Why, you ask, won't the dean let you keep a parietal in your room? I'll tell you why: the parietal, a nocturnal animal,
sleeps only by day. At night it is always awake and-here's the rubduring its waking hours it utters a loud, guttural croak approximately
once every 212 seconds, a sound something like: "Prock • .• Prock ...
Prock."
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Well,-;;~urally

wh<>n "Prock ... Prock .. . ·
starts booming
down the corridors, <'Very prortor in the dormitory leaps out of bed
and comes running. Last year alone n1ore than 30,000 of them were
killed tripping on their nigh !shirts.
And so, dear friends, you 8N~ that the d\•an dors have a point.
Won't you put down your grenade and have a meaningful dialogue
with him? Sweet reason ran still save your <'OII~ge. Don't let it go the
way of so many others ~abanclon<'d hulks today, stark and silent except for ghostly sounds ~ehoing in the night: "Prock ... Prock .••
Prock.''

*

*

*

We, the brtu•ers of Miller Hi(Jh [_,ife Beer, disregarding all prudent
advice and sound adt!ertising pradite, u•ill bring you.1!lore of t/u!se columns
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Winter and Scarber
Get Team Honors
Junior defensive tackle Rob
Winter has been nominated by the
UNM football coaches for the
WAC Defensive Player of the
Week for his performance in the
Lobos' win over Wyoming
Saturday 17-7.

•
scann1ng
the scene

New Insurance Plan
Penalizes Students

By ,f>AUL FLECK

Lobo

Sport~ Editor ·

Thrift II

Winter, one of the smallest

d~Jfensive tackles in the nation at

207 pounds, came up with two
big plays against the Cowboys to
gain the nomination.

If the Senate decides to curtail its $10,000 allocation to the
present intramural department and instead set up a student
With Wyoming penetrating to operated department, the change could do nothing but benefit
the Lobo 19, Winter broke· the UNM student body.

through the line to throw the
Cowboy quarterback for a
four-yard loss on a third and two
situation. The field goal attempt
that followed failed keeping the
Lobos ahead 7-0.
In the third quarter Winter
again broke through the line on a
third down situation throwing the
quarterback for an eight-yard loss,
which resulted in another missed
field goal attempt.
Sam Scarber has been
nominated for the third time by
the coaches for the WAC
Offensive Player of the Week.
Against Wyoming, S carber
rushed for 132 yards bringing his
season total to 614 yards for six
games, an average of 102.3 yards
_per game.
Scarber leads the Lobo ground
attack, which is rated third in the
nation behind Ohio State and
Texas. The Lobos are now
averaging 330.7 yards
rushing-per-game while Ohio State
is picking up 368.4 and Texas
354.
The Lobo rushing attack is
leading the WAC followed by
ASU. Sam Scarber holds down the
individual rushing statistics
followed by Dave Buchanan of
ASU.

Rob Winter

You'll never taste
acolder beer.

-

Cold-Brewed 8-B-B-Ballantine

Try Our GRINDERS - Fine
ltnllaH SiJfld\·tJ:: h~s

p, Balhmllne & SonB, Newark1 Now Jorsoy

PocoooOOOOCIOQOOC

11\D Hcrvcrd S.E.

Selected Paperbacks, ~ Price

243-6369

OOOOCOC)OOQOOOoaoj

Sweatshirts, $1 up
Foreign Books-French,
Used Hardbacks
l_____---l-------~~-P()rtuguese and Spanish.
All Under $2
~Price
Murals,

Prints by Picasso, Russel, Remington and
many others, $1

UNM does not need a professional office to run intram urals.
Whether the present intramural department is doing a good job
or not (discussion around the Senate last ye:ar seel:lled to
indicate the latter), it is not worth the salaries which the
University pays out to run that office.

It is always a weak argument to criticize something and not
be prepared to give a constructive alternative. Therefore my
alternative to the present intramural system is as follows:

I

I

I

I

ASUNM could turn the program and their allocatioll: over to
the Interfraternity Council (IFC) with the understandmg t?at
the dorms and independents receive adequate representatiOn
on any action concerning in tram urals. IFC is a likely base for
the intramural program because Greeks have always been the
principle benefactors of the intr_amural system, because, for
one the rivalries in the sports which evolve over the years. The
pur~ose of intramurals is participation, and althoug_h the
Greeks are a minority on campus, they compnse an
overwhelming majority of entries in intramural events.
An example of how Greeks are involved more than any other
organizations occurred last Saturday. The relay track meet, one
of the major events on the intramural schedule, saw only o!le
entry from the independents, none from the dorms, bu~ ~ntnes
from practically every fraternity. Over 100 Gr~eks participated
in the meet, while other campus representatiOn amounted to
about 10.
The IFC could then set up a committee of perhaps 10 men
(say, five from fraternities, three from dorms, and two fro~
established independent teams such as NROTC). This
committee could be chosen from a meeting of intramural
managers held in May for the following yem:, or if this all
happens right away, in December for the second se11:1este~··
The present Intramural Council officers are selected 111 this
manner at the beginning of the school year.
The committee itself could then elect three co-ordinators
{which might even be a paid position of say ~50 a month).
These co-ordinators would head sub-committees for 1)
entries and scheduling; 2) officials and protests; and 3)
results tabulation and awards. The co-ordinators with their
subco'mmittees could handle everything the intramural
department handles now.

With only about $1400 paid out yearly in salaries for the
student co-ordinators, the program could be run for much
less than it is now. With the present system, the office
exhausts the ASUNM allocation and has to dip into funds
which the University puts up for recreation (which provides
keeping the gym open, equipment for student use,
maintenance, etc.).

CPS-Quickly winning national attention on battered
campus~s this fall is the Kimball-Denenberg Plan, a new
college msurance concept that would financially penalize
.,
all students for property damage incurred during violent
I disorders.
The plan, developed by University of Wisconsin Law
'
School Dean Spencer L. Kimball and University of
Pennsylvania business professor Herbert S. Denenberg,
Ii calls fo~ e~ch student to pay a $100 insurance deposit at
~he begmnmg. of each semester. The first $10 would go
[
mto a general msurance policy covering all campuses in the
state higher education system. The other $90 would be
placed in a special account on the student's own campus.
If campus property is damaged or destroyed the costs
are paid out of the special account. If no losses o'ccur, each
student gets his $90 back at the end of the year. To the
extent that losses occur, his repayment is reduced on a pro
rata basis.
"What the plan does is give everyone on campus a stake
in keeping demons~;at_ions peaceful and avoiding
destructiOn of property, Kimball claims. It would change
measurably the climate on campus from one of tolerance
for violence to one where violence as a technique of
dissent is vigorously repudiated."
Reaction from students has been less than enthusiastic
on many campuses. One Pennsylvania graduate student
described the plan as "pernicious" and "solemn idiocy."
Many state legislatures, however, beset by taxpayers'
complaints about costly campus violence, have expressed
·
great interest in the idea.
The plan was originally presented in Wisconsin where
Kimball and Denenberg have been conducting an ~ngoing
study and revision of state insurance laws since 1966. They
brought the proposal before a Wisconsin state legislative
subcommittee on insurance, early in September.
Martin Schreiber, Democratic candidate for It. governor
in Wisconsin, has endorsed the plan. The 'Milwaukee
Sentinal' has editorially opposed it as being "unfair to the
nmjority of students."
The bombing of the Army Mathematics Research Center
in Madison, which caused one death, increased interest in
the plan. The University of Wisconsin's existing insurance
funds will be exhausted by that bombing, Kimball stated.
These funds presently come from general state revenue and
payments from local governmental units.

associated
students
bookstore

Classical and Pop
$1.98!
GROUND FLOOR
NEW MEXICO UNION

William Fitzpatrick, executive
director of the Albuquerque Legal
Aid Society, will speak tonight at
8:30 at the Free University,
The talk, which is open to the
public without charge, will be in
the Honors Center of Zimmerman
Library.
Fitzpatrick will discuss the
purposes and activities of the
Legal Aid Society as well as the
society being dropped from the
group of organizations receiving
funds through the United
Community Fund.
Questions and comments will
be invited from the audience.

Racing Team

I

Housing Meet

Albuquerque Pollution

--

'Joreign Car Specialisls

Senate's disapproval of the intramural department led to a
$5000 cutback from the $15,000 it gave to intra:t;nurals last
year. But a good intramural program desperately needs more
money than Senate is giving it now, especially with the
salaries of the middle men having to be paid. If the students
were given the chance to manage their program and did so
satisfactorily, the Senate would probably be willing to
allocate $15,000 as they did last year. The extra money, plus
the money saved on sab;tries, could add up to a hell of a good
program, with better officials (whieh would certainly be a
boon to the system), better communication, equipment,
trophies, everything.

HELD OVER

UNM ARTISTS what are you doing? Sul>mit your creations for publication in the
Thunderbird. Deadline Oct. 30, Rm. 205,
Journalism Bldg. 10/20
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
in by 3 p.m. to run the following day.

2)

LOST: CRASH-HE L'-M:c:-::E::-:T::,-:M::-I:::T::::TENS.
South teller window, Amcr. Bank Comm.
in SUB. Reward. 2~8-7994. 10/30
FOUND: PUPPY. Black with white markings on feet and chest. About 10 wee!G
old. Call 242-8914 or come to 1510 Tijeras
NE. 10/29

ra at 12:00 noon
3:48-7:36-10:14

3)

SERVICES

WANTED: TUTOR for French. Call Bob
Epstein. 247-2934. 11/2

TYPING-fast., experienced servjc~Iec
tri~~reUEonnble. lltJ Vassar SE. 247~42 anytime. 19/22
PRIVATE PILOT FLIGHT COURSE instruction by experienced Ji".A.A. approved
instructor. This courne is uniQuely denigned to: Complete your Private pilots
license at your convenience: At n complete cost arrangement without ''HiddE-n
Extras": Low cost financing through instructorj Additional ground school assistanl"e without extra cost...\VE ARB INTERESTED IN YOUR PROGRESS" For
inforamtion call 256-7657. 10/30
5)
FORSA--L~-------

CLA§§1FIE1D
ADVERf"fK§ING

CLOTHES SALE: WHERE: 1612 Coal
Ave. SE, WHEN: Friday, 11 to 2:00,
WHAT: Wi~ter and summer clothes~
sweaters, alacks, etc. SIZE: 7 to
o.dresses,
10/29
1968 HARLEY 74. Make offer. 242-Q367,
10/30
1070 HONDA 175 "treet bike. 842-5832. 204
Stanford SE. Kathy, 10/27
lii70STE·~·'R;;-;E;:;;,O:;-;C;;:O~N;;;S~OL;eE:::,S:;-'~(:-w-:al:-nu-:tc-)-,-4.st~enker, $RR. Also sterro component system~ complete with Garrard rhanger.
SPc>nl<etH nnd dust f'Ovcr. EJ~:ttn jarks on
additional tape- derk. $79.9/i or monthly
payment~. United ]i"r<'ight SaJ(I;~. 3!J20 San
Mateo NE. !) ..!J Mon.-I•'ri. Sat until G.
10/2H

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

-;m;

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

8 Nl':W ZIGZAG. Sewi;,;:M-;;:hine>t
full factory guarnnt~. Nationally 'ndvertil~('cl hrnnd to }J(J rwld for S3li ('RC·h.
Monthly pnymc!ht.."' nvnilabi<'. Th£~m~ mn<'hines may he lnRp('('(;(>d in wnrehous(' nl
UNITt<:D I•'REIGHT SALES, 3920 San
Mateo Ng, 9-9 1\lon, Fri. Sat. until 6.
l0l2X

4. For Rent

6)

~E=M~P~I~,o=Y~M~E~N~T:-------

PERSON WANTE:O to keep affable 2'!•
yr, old girl company. do light house:
work, Monday through Thursday 1-5
pm, Call Hint after 5, ·268-6024. 10/30

P:\RT'TIME

SALES. Good money. L-;;;;;
hnlt' ok. Cnll Stan at 268-3066. 10/26

(@uttttrr.s
1/.jnuugr &
illnutttty i-il-(@ur

25: :bill~-,~·~i·.-.s~·;;ri~i~6~~:;&1&
· -=842-6736

905 Yale SE

ENCLOSED$._ _ __

This ad good for free soft drink until 11/6/70
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LOST&FOUND

FOUND: BLACK RIM bifocal sunglasses,
outside Zimmerman Library. Call 2425383 evenings, 11/2

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Page 6

POLLUTION. ARE YOU a part of the
problem or the solution? Find out about
Bn.sic-H all-purpose cleaner. 298-4330. 10/8
CANDLES sandcast & seen ted COLORS
mellow & trippy CANDLES MOTHWORKS, 107 Mesa SE. 10/30
JUDY, I love you. Really, I do, Tootsie.
Stu. 10/30

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 timesi

~==---\'IS HERE AS OF NOV. I

1600 Central .SE

WILL TRADE two bedroom apartment
($120) for one bedroom (approx. $60)
near University. Call after 5 pm. 2423684. 10/28

Ph. 243-0033

SANDWICH SHOP

Open Everday
1I A.M. to 3 A.M.

HURRY IT UP, PLEASE. Final week for
aubmitting creations to the Thunderbird.
Rm. 205, Journalism Bldg. 10/30

AND THEY
PLA\'fD IT
RECKLESSLY
AT TII~IR
NEW CLUB!

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING---

Bhudda's

PERSONALS

I)

LOST: MAMIYA-SEKOR camera 1000
DTL. Saturday, October 24. Reward.
277-3551. 11/2

Movie Continuous-lobby Book
Store New Open. Adult Books,
Magazines, Bmm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcade
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

6. Employn1ent

Clnssified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

JUDY D., you arc the Goddess o! my
eyes, Ric T. 10/28

EROS

2. Lost & Found

TERMS: Payment must be made in
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
159, afternoons preferably or mail.

LOVE TO THEM
WAS A GAME •••

RATES: /¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more ~ansecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to Gc
per word and the minimum munber of
words to 10.

Special Students Rates

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

ASUNM Vice President Frank Lihn told me he thinks the
present intramural program could be ruri on $7000. That
certainly leaves room for speculation about what a
student-organized program could do. At least Senate would
know exactly where its money was going.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Special This wk 3 shows

ADULT THEATRE

I

MASH Moves
MASH offices have been moved
from room 1080 to room 1056 in
the north wing of Mesa Vista. The
move is temporary, a MASH
spokesman said.

-

518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Year! Old
Proof of Age Required

518 Central S.W.

The Drama Stick will perform
their play on drug use "Tripping
to God's House, Man the Angels
Were Pissed" Thursday evening at
8:30 at the Newman Center.
The play, by Laurence Elwood,
will be followed by a discussion
on drugs.

Air quality coordinator for the
city of Albuquerque, Lane
Kirkpatrick, will speak on "Urban
Environment Problems and
Pollution" tonight at a meeting of
Students for Environmental
Action.
The lecture, to which the ·
public is invited, will be at 7:30
p.m. in the Union, room 129.

TWO lOCATIONS:

Rc•p:1ir \: \faintc·niliH"c•
on all forl'ign C'ar~

God's House

Students interested in seeking
solutions to off-campus housing
problems will meet Thursday at 7
p.m. in room 250 D-E. The
meeting is sponsored by the
student Mobilization Committee.

Mountaineers
An organizational meeting for
A
discussion
of mountaineering
the UNM women's ski-racing team
equipment
and
equipment
will be Wednesday at 4:30p.m. in
making, and a program on the
the lobby of Popejoy Hall.
A core group of skiers who "Aldo Leopold" Wilderness will
raced last year are looking for new be tonight at 7:30 in the Union,
room 250-D.
members for the team this year
said Mary Sydoriak, tea~
organizer.
Rock Show
Further information may be
A rock show sponsored by the
obtained from Sydoriak at
Chicano Studies Center will be
242-7822.
held on the Mall Friday at 2 p.m.

I

Hardcover Books $1-$9.95

Justrite
Ba II Point Pens, 19c and 2Sc .1:100811100C0oooociOOIOQI:IOOOQJQOOOI:liOQOoc~
Buy One and Get One Free! LP Record Albums, Jazz,

CAMPUS BRJIEFS

Fitzpatrick of LAS

PlACED BY---~-----:------

----......._.__

.......

Wednesday, October 28, 1970

A Great Place
to Eat and Drink,
What More Can
We Say?
Page 7
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point of the age of reasoh. l-Ie's 18
now and well on the way to a
responsible career of his choice, or so
the pamphlet reads. Just hang in
school, take computer programming
or management training and
rewarding existence is yours, for the
begging.
The young man has slowly
realized that this get a good
education and job philosophy is
slowly relieving him of his remaining
sanity. God no longer guides and
protects the innocent, instead leaving
man to their own equally devastating
but entertaining devices.
Leave all this behind, today, it's
your birthday. You're half a man
now and you'll be a full man with all
privileges provided to you by law.
Just look how you've progressed
from playhouse adventures with
cigarettes and True Adventure
magazines. With the media and
parents controlling, you now know
things that the ignorant wouldn't
have dreamed of centuries ago. Yes,
you've come a long way.
Yesterday, t-rudging along in May
Procession with the nuns beaming
and parents snapping celluloid
memories, you dreamed of the day
when you would be 18 so you could
escape. Times would be good with
freedom guaranteed. You wouldn't
have to say "yes sir" unless you

Across
The Great

Divide

By JIM PENSIERO
" ... then here comes a man with
a paper in his hand, telling us our
hard times are about to end, and if
they don't give us what we like, he
said, men that's when we gotta go on
strike ... "
The Band
A revised birthday chant for the
revised boy is born. The boy has
been delivered by fate to the halfway

-----------------------------------..------------meant it, this' and all other symbols
of liberation spelled 18 for the boy.
Today as he has reached that age he
realizes that his dreams have gone
amiss, maybe 10 more years, and he
can be that mythical creature of his
dreams. He really doesn't have to be
subservient, only if he wants to be
successful in the standard
interpretation of the word.
But, through all the realizations,
our young man now has certain
benefits previously denied to him.
Tonight, brandishing the reviews
and a respectable ID he can enjoy
the aesthetic values offered at the
Art Cinema. Tonight's double
feature drama's include Passion Fruit
Salad starring Boom Boom La Boob
(you gotta see it to believe it). Also
scheduled is Two Hands Rippad at
my Skin Like Rabid Squirrels
featuring Huba Bruiser and His
Hands of Renown.
After two hours of viewing silicon
beauties, the young man, constantly
aware that this is a right, can't help
but remark about the Theater of the
Absurd not being dead in the
country. Still the flick left him
glassy-eyed with his three chin hairs
standing on end. On the way home
he might be arrested for soliciting a
ride by the friendly Officer Dibbles
of the area and his second right will
soon be put to use. Tomorrow's

SFR Re-Hears Jane Hunt Case

Daily Beagle will now have the right
to put his name in the paper; today,
soliciting rides, tomorrow, raping
statutes.
If the weary young man can avoid
the skin flicks and the peace officers,
his third big treat awaits him.
Strutting by the Post Office, he
notices a few posters sticking out
like Carol Dada. Curious he
examines them, and much to his
chagrin a guardian of freedom in
blue stands in one with a message
proclaiming that the true man will
sail the seas like his ancestors. To his
left, a bulldog in brown makes
similar claims, the message differing
in that the sea isn't a true test of
course, but instead Hamburger Hill
sorts out the bad apples. "Boy, oh
boy!" The young man murmurs,
"These are only the posters, I
wonder how great those battles
really are," probably a little like Sgt.
Sanders and all the boys on Combat.
But wait, he thinks, the war stinks,
the corruption and death has finally
affected America. But this is my
third right, in 10 days I have to sign
up for the Uncle Sam's band. They
can't do this to me, it's my birthday,
I have rights. If I was in New York
now, I could be sitting at some bar,
drinking beer and meeting racy
women. I'll resist, I won't go.
Sorq son, but Happy Birthday.

Student Suspended Once Before
The Subcommittee on Falsification of
Records (SFR) last night re-heard the Jane
Hunt case in which the UNM student was
accused of falsifying a drop-add slip last
semester.
Regardless of the decision either party can
appeal to the Student Standards Committee.
Hunt had originally been suspended on
Sept, 4 for one semester for allegedly
falsifying a drop-add slip. She appealed that
suspension to the Student Standards
Committee which vacated the suspension
and sent the case back to the SFR for
re-hearing.
GSA President Bill Pickents who served as
Hunt's Counsel had previously argued that
"there is substantial doubt" as to whether or
n,ot Hunt was guilty but that even if she
were the mission of the University "is
educational not punitive."
Contrasted to the original hearing before
the SFR, Pickens said last night's hearing
"was very fair to Jane." He had called the
first hearing "high-handed." The committee
hearing the case last night was formed of

The FLQ "may fairly
accurately reflect the feelings
of a much larger group of
Canadians"-Dian Cohen in
the Toronto Star
It appears

that the Trudeau
government is taking advantage of
the situation in Quebec to rid itself
of all the cumbersome
extra-parliamentary opposition in
this country. Underground
newspapers have been wiped off the
map; in many cases all their
equipment has been confiscated and
they cannot afford to buy more. In
Montreal draft-dodger organizations
have been busted and occupants
taken into custody.
What is happening in Quebec
today must be put in some sort of
perspective for Canada, so recent
events can be understood as actions
developing logically from a history
of oppression in a nation defeated in
a colonial war over 180 years ago.
Some of the answers can be found
in the press every day. It was no
coincidence that most papers
Wednesday, Oct. 14 ran front-page
stories announcing the government
plans "to consider" the Wartime
Measures Act together with all sorts

this world. It is easy to say that
when you have a million dollars, but
is that what democracy is all about?
The Saskatchewan wheat farmers
can't sell their grain and find
themselves starving. They even have
to
buy their own grain back to give
F r e n c h - s p e a k in g w o r k e r s .
to
starving Indians in the north of
Francophones, with the same degree
of education, even if they are the province. Is this a democracy,
bilingual, earn less than unilingual, when we have to sell our products at
English-speaking Canadians in the highest price or not sell them at
all?
Quebec.
Unemployment in British
• The Bilingual and Bicultural
Columbia
is 10 pereent these days,
Commission, which is a royal
and
Prime
Minister Bennett is trying
commission appointed by the
government to study the language to outlaw strikes by workers who
situation in the country concluded have utterly no control over their
in 1964 that Frendh-speaking working conditions. Is ths
employes, who represent 70 percent democracy?
In the Atlantic provinces the
of the Quebec labor force, hold 82
percent of the jobs in the $5000 to fishermen are being robbed daily by
$ 6 0 0 0 i n c o m e b r a c k e t . big companies that refuse to allow
them to watch as their catc:hes are
weighed in. Those mtm are hungry,
too. Is this what democracy is all
about?
And the Indians and Eskimos,
from whom we took the land in the
first place and who the government
is forceably trying to assimilate into
white society, what about their
poverty and oppression? Is this
democracy?
Democracy means one thing for
the government and another for the
English-speaking employes, who are majority of the people living in
30 percent of the Quebec labor Canada, who have long had their
force, hold 77 percent of the jobs in rights taken from them by the brute
the $15,000 income bracket. The · force of an eeonomic system which
commission also released figures they are powerless to change. These
showing that at the top of the are the people who are beginning to
income scale in Quebec were white, rise up -like the FLQ-to demand
Anglo-Saxons, and at the bottom their basic rights: the power to
were the Indians and French control their own lives.
Quebecois.
In the fight of all that has
"We are shocked . . . and
happened in Quebec, these facts are
this is understandable,
a clue to the meaning of violence by
because democmcy floudshes
the FLQ. Prime Minister Pierre
in
Canada. Individual
Trudeau talks about democracy
freedom is cherished in
being threatened by the kidnappings
Can ada"- I' rime Minister
by the FLQ. But if the people do not
even have the basic right to work, to
Pierre Trudeau
earn their living, then this is a kind
of violence, too.
The FLQ is one of many groups
For days Canadians have been which are seeking to change the
hearing how shocked the nation has status quo which oppresses them.
been. On Canadian television There are tenants' groups and
Trudeau said: "We are workers' groups all over the country
shocked . . . and this is which are fightil1g for similar causes.
understandable, because democracy And they see themselves as having a
flourishes in Canada. Individual common enemy: the federal
freedom is cherished in Canada.''
government supported by big
Clearly, that system is one that business.
harbors two laws: one for the rich
But the essential fact that has
and one for the poor. In Vancouver
been left out is that the members of
Trudeau said last June that ther~ the FLQ are workers dedicated to
waul~ always be rich and poor in freeing the other worl~ers in Quebec.
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Gov't Wolves Go to Quebec:
Canadian Economy Wanes

of denunciations of the Front de
Liberation du Quebec (FLQ), at the
same time as Finance Minister
Benson's announcement that
"joblessness is now our biggest
threat."
Many people in Canada are facing
economic depression that is not
unrelated to the kidnappings in
Quebec. Nor is the fact unrelated
that hundreds of youths at a hospital
in Vancouver refused to cease their
occupation of that building. The
people have no place to go, there is
no work for them and they have no
rna ney.
Dian Cohen reported the
employment scene in the Toronto
Star Oct. 16 along side a picture
showing the occupation of Montreal
by the Army. The following
observations were made in that
article:
"It is perhaps easier to believe that
the FLQ is a small group of criminal
madmen than to accept the
possibility that the anger and
frustration that gives rise to such
violent actions may fairly accurately
reflect the feelings of a much larger
group of Canadians."
This is the labor situation in
Quebec that is giving rise to socialist
movements in Quebec like the FLQ:
• In the past 15 years Quebec
has never come close to full
employment; unemployment has
never been lower than four percent,
even in the summer, and has
frequently been as high as -15
percent.
• While Quebec comprises little
over a quarter of the labor force in
Canada, fully 31 percent of
- Canadians who are out of work live
in Quebec.
• Historically, unemployment
in Quebec has been 20 to 40 percent
higher than the average in Canada,
and 50 to 100 percent higher than
the average unemployment in
Ontario.
• Nearly all people out of work
in Quebec are French.
• The average number of
people unemployed in. Quebec last
year was 158,000. Of these, 65,000
or 42 percent were under the age of
25.
• The average income of
English-speaking workers in Quebec
is 40 percent higher than that of

Jane Hunt
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(Editor's note: The following is
the second in a four-part series
concerning the struggle between the
Canadian government and the Front
de Liberation du Quebec (FLQ).
Because of what the Trudeau
government terms "telTorism," it has
sent troops into Montreal, Ottawa
and Quebec city under the War
Measures Act. There has been a
round-up of suspected Quebecois
left-wing sympathizers. The latest
word from Canada, however, is that
the FLQ has offered to trade
kidnapped British Diplomat James
Cross' life for safe passage to a "little
Cuba" island in the St. Lawrence
River.)
By CANADIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS
OTTAWA ( CPS-CUP)-The crisis
that the Canadian government is
facing today is one that should not
be so surprising as the government
would have us believe.
In 1966 the U.S. Army sponsored
a series of studies on possible areas
of revolution in the western
hemisphere. These studies were
de signed to formulate plans for
blocking or reversing such
revolutions. One of the areas studied
was Quebec.

three faculty members, none of whom had
been on the original committee, and one
student. There were no students on the first
committee to hear the case.
The case first came up last April when
Hunt sought to drop a class taught by David
King. 1n attempting to drop the class, she
said, she obtained a drop-add slip and took it
to the physics and astronomy office where
she gave it to a secretary. The secretary then
"took the drop-add slip and left the front
office, returned and handed me the slip. It
was signed. I thought Dr. King had been
found. I did not question the manner in
which the slip had been filled out."
Director of Admissions J. C. MacGregor,
the complaintiff in the case, said, however,
that King denied signing the slip and that
"substantial" circumstantial evidence
pointed to Hunt's probable guilt.
Pickens also read a letter to the
committee from Vice President for Student
Affairs Harold Lavender in which Lavender
objected to the current system of adding and
dropping classes.
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Nixon Cites Need for 'Friendly Senate'
DALLAS ( UPI)- President
Nixon stumped through Texas
and Florida Wednesday on behalf
of Republican candidates. He
called former President Johnson
"a man of peace" but said the
Democrats should "quit kicking
the South around."
Nixon's praise for the former
Democratic chief executive came
in Johnson's home state of Texas.
Nixon made his plea for "one
standard" treatment throughout
the country in a Florida stop.
But at every stop, Nixon
hammered at his need for a
friendly Senate to help him in his
goals of ending the Vietnam war,
stopping crime in the streets and
halting inflation.
The crowds were generally
receptive and only a small band of
hecklers at Dallas marred the
President's day.
Nixon made the trip across the
South to boost the campaigns of
Rep. George Bft'sh, R-Tex., and

Rep. William C. Cramer, R-Fia.
Both were recruited by Nixon to
give up relatively safe House seats
to run for the Senate.
At Tallahassee, Nixon told a
rally the "time has eome for the
South" not to be taken for
granted by the Democratic Party.
"The time has come to quit
kicking the South arounii," Nixon
said. "The time has come to
realize that this is one country
with one standard in the East,
West and South."
A crowd estimated by police at
25,000 turned out for Nixon's
Longview stop in East Texas
where the President called former
President Lyndon B. Johnson "a
man of' pl.'ace." Nixon said the
Republicans treat the former
president better than the
Democrats.
An evening rally at the market
hall in the center of Dallas' Trade
Mart drew 12,000 cheering
supporters, with 2000 to 3000
more watching closed circuit
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television from another mall.
Hitting themes he touched in
earlier stops, Nixon told them he
needed support in "bringing real
peace for a generation" and
"prosperity without war."
Nixon said people frequently
get the impression from violence
shown on television screens
radical young people will be the
leaders of this country.
"The violent few that you see
on your television screens are not
the majority of American youth
today and they will not be the
leaders of America tomorrow,"
declared the President.
The Presidl.'nt of the United
States is the most powerful man
in the world," Nixon said at St.
Petersburg, Fla. "But a president
can be fo1· peace, he can be for
stopping the rise in prices ... but
he can't do it all alone. He needs
help in Congress."
Nixon told a crowd of 2000 at
Tallahassee he endorsed the
neighborhood school concept. He
said people should "stop this
hypocrisy that the problems of
our schools are only in the
South."

"Busing solely to achieve racial
balance is not required by law,"
the President said, "and, in my
judgment, is not conducive to
quality education.
"The chances for a full
generation of peace are brighter
than they have been in a long
tim.e," he said.
"Any president who has a
responsibility for the lives of our
young men doesn't want war. He
doesh't want one casualty. We've
ended wars, all right ... but then
it seems we get into another war. I
say let's end the war in Vietnam
in a way that will discourage those
who would make another war."
G. Harrold Carswell, the former
Federal Appeals Judge who was
rejected by the Senate after Nixon
appointed him to the U.S.
Supreme Court, introduced Nixon
at Tallahassee as a man who will
"stand up to bombers, radicals ...
and the wild-eyed liberals on the
Supreme CourL."
Carswell also praised Cramer,
who defeated him in the
Republican Senate primary.
Addressing an estimated 20,000
people inside and standing before

loudspeakers outside St.
Petersburg's Bayfront Center,
Nixon declared:
"I need help. You can help by
giving us the men. I need a man
who will talk, work and fight all
year around, not just during the
election. Bill Cramer is that kind
of man ... "
The President, accompanied by
Cramer and Kirk, flew to St.
Petersburg shortly before noon
following rallies Tuesday night at
West Palm Beach and MiaY/ti
Beach and an overnight stay at his
Key Biscayne complex.
When Nixon's motorcade
reached the downtown part of St.
Petersburg, crowds lined the
sidewalks and the presidimtial
limousine stopped to let the
President, Cramer and Kirk climb
into an open convertible for the
final mile to the auditorium.
It was here that Nixon walked
over to the side of the road to
shake hands with people standing
behind a 55·gallon drum filled
with water. The crowd surged
forward to greet the President,
and the drum overturned,
drenching the President's legs.

Caretaker Government Established

Entire U

Albuquerque Visit
Ptesident Nixon will be in Albuquerque Saturday campaigning for
Republican senatorial-hopeful Andy Carter.
A rally for Republican candidates has bee11 scheduled for Highland
High School beginning atl :45 p.m. Air Force One will arrive atthe
Sunport at 1:55. Nixon, traveling by open-car motorcade, will go to
Carter's campaign headquarters, Siena and Central NE, via Yale and
Central.
A parade, complete with marching bands, will accompany the
presidential party from Siena to Jefferson (along Central then turn
south, along Jefferson, to Highland.
The Albuquerque visit will be one of three barnstorming stops by
Nixon Saturday. He will start the day with a rally at Phoenix' Sky
Harbor airport. Then to Albuquerque for about five hours. The
President is scheduled to end the day in Las Vegas, Nev. with an
evening rally.
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Students at the University of
Albuquerque (U. of A.) effectively
abolished their student senate
Tuesday by a recall vote of 332 to
50. A caretaker government was set
up until new student legislators are
elected.
The ex-senators are still a bit
touchy over the action. One past
Senator, who refused to identify
himself in a phone conversation
yesterday, said, "I was, were, but I
am definitely not associated with
the senate anymore.'' He refused to
discuss the situation saying that it
was "over now.''
The past president of the senate,
Joe Copeland, was not available for
comment.
The recall vote came after the
senate was criticized for not
"facing the problems on the
campus." A petition was submitted
to the senate 011 Oct. 13 seeking the
recall election. The petition asked
for a recall of "the entire student
senate of the University of
Albuquerque, officers included."
There are 22 senate positions.
0 ne student, Lynn Burlbaw
claimed the senate was "not
workittg effectively to satisfy the
needs of students." There was, she
said, a "lack of activity generated
within the student senate itself."

A Senate Recalled

Burlbaw also charged the
executive officer with making
monetary pledges to several
student organizations without the
consent of the Senate in a
statement in the U. of A. Sand
Trumpet.
Chris Pasqua!, who resigned
from the senate before the vote,
said, "As it is the student senate
does not function for the students,
in fact they are getting farther
away from the needs of the
students."
The recall was passed by a third
of the active U. of A. students.
Nevertheless, U. of A. will not be
without a student government
between the time of passing the
recatl and 11ew senate elections.
A resolution, setting up a
caretaker government, granted a
eommunity council. The council,
which has the power to conduct
the affairs of the senate, will be
composed of all interested
students.
Prior to the vote, Copeland said,
"The problem is that in the opinion
of many, myself included, the
student senate of the University of
Albuquerque is not functioning as
it should be.'' Copeland added," As
president of the senate I know I

share in the responsibilit.y for this,
yet I am not willing, as a few would
have it, to be made a scapegoat."
Copeland placed responsibility
for most of the troubles of the
senate on the student body but
"only part of the blame" on the
Senators themselves.
Copeland said that his view that
the blame lay with the students
and Senators was reinforced
Sunday when a workshop,
concerning the issue was planned
withmore than 50 senators and
student leaders invited. The
workshop was attended by only
two persons-Copeland and a
student, John Humphries.
Tuesday night after the recall
vote, Copeland presided over the
new governing council to select a
new chairman, David Smith.
The council also voted to honor
present contracts concerning
movies, popular entertainment
and social events.
Further arrangements are being
made by the council for an open
forum concerning the new
elections and to assist candidates
running for office in publicizing
the election.
The next meeting of the
council will be held Tuesday, Nov.
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